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Obrigado, moderador.
Boa tarde, senhores e senhoras, 
Sou Prof. Shigeto Robert Nishitani do Universidade Kwansei Gakuin, que localiza no oeste do Japão.
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Isso é minha origim de fazer alguma coisa em abordagem teórica para a ciência de materiais.
Depois de vinte anos, estou ainda batalhando com física difícil,
mas graça do Calphad Meeting e seu organizador principal, professor Andre Costa de Silva,
estou um poquinho(little) familiar com o português,
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Ohno’s results

The dissociated segments and constricted ones were clearly
distinguished by a weak-beam TEM technique,16 as shown in
Fig. 1; pairs of partial segments !Figs. 1"b# and 1"c#$ and
stacking faults !Fig. 1"d#$, as well as complete segments,
were separately observable. No extended defect of another
type, such as SiO2 "Ref. 17# and SiP precipitate,18 was ob-
served. The total length of constricted segments increased
with increasing annealing time, and about 40% of disloca-
tions were constricted at 10 h. On the other hand, disloca-
tions in undoped specimens were not constricted by the an-
nealing !e.g., see the long stacking fault ribbin bounded by a
dissociated dislocation in Fig. 1"f#$.

The geometry of the node between a dissociated segment
and a constricted one varied depending on the line orienta-
tion !, defined as the angle of b to u for the constricted
segment, in which u is the unit vector along the positive
direction of the dislocation line. For !%90°, i.e., for dislo-
cations with edge orientation, the geometry was symmetric; a
pair of 60° partial segments were combined and converted
into a complete segment at the middle of the pair !Fig. 2"a#$.
When 0° "!"90°, the geometry was asymmetric. The
typical example was dislocations with %60° orientation
!!%60°, Figs. 2"b# and 1"a#$. A pair of 30° and 90° partial
segments were combined at the location close on the 30°
partial. No node for !%0° was observed; dislocations with
screw orientation were not constricted. These results indicate
that constricted segments have edge component and the con-
striction takes place via the movement of 60° and 90° partial
segments, rather than that of 30° ones.

Constricted segments of a dislocation climbed out of the
slip plane toward the compression side, i.e., vacancies were
accumulated into the compression side, as shown in Fig. 3.
Three-dimensional TEM revealed that constricted segments
in the figure, that were invisible in Fig. 3"b#, climbed toward

the electron incident surface !Figs. 3"c# and 3"d#$. The sense
of the bend of a reflection line in the positive side of v was
the opposite of the sense of g in a convergent-beam electron
diffraction "CBED# pattern obtained from a constricted seg-
ment !Fig. 3"e#$, and an extra half plane at the segment,
therefore, expanded toward the electron incident surface,19 as
shown schematically in Fig. 3"f#. Climbing of dissociated
dislocations without constriction, induced by the segregation
of O atoms,17 was not observed in the present work.

The separation of dissociated segments #obs, defined as
the separation of the intensity peaks on weak-beam micro-
graphs, was estimated for as-deformed specimens. The
separation #obs in P-doped specimens "triangles in Fig. 4#
was about 8 nm for dislocations close to edge orientation
"!%90°#. The #obs decreased with decreasing !, and it was
about 5 nm for dislocations close to screw orientation "!
%0°#. The stacking fault energy $ was estimated as
50–70 mJ m−2 by using an anisotropic elasticity theory tak-
ing into account the deviation parameter.16 Similar result was
obtained for undoped specimens "not shown#. In P-doped
specimens, #obs for any line orientation increased with in-
creasing annealing time; #obs increased by about 20% at 10 h
"circles in Fig. 4#, and $ was reduced to 40–60 mJ m−2. On
the other hand, #obs did not change by the annealing in un-
doped specimens "not shown#.

The effects of P dopant on the separation of dissociated
segments are discussed. The effects have been determined
for dislocations introduced freshly in “pure” Si, that is, Si
crystals grown by the floating-zone "FZ# method.14,15 In
P-doped FZ-Si deformed at elevated temperature of 1073 K,
that is close to the deformation temperature in the present
work, the separation increases with increasing P
concentration,14 and it increases by about 20% at 1019 cm−3

"1020 cm−3#.20 It is considered that the phenomenon is due to
P atoms segregated nearby dislocations during deformation,
as indicated experimentally7,14 and theoretically,12 and the
separation is actually independent of P concentration when
the deformation temperature is too low to migrate P atoms
"633 K#.15 Similarly, the separation in P-doped CZ-Si would
increase by annealing at 1173 K due to the segregation of P
atoms via the migration of P atoms since P atoms can move
by 60 nm after annealing for 10 h "Ref. 21# and the P con-
centration nearby dislocations can increase to more than
1020 cm−3. The separation did not change in undoped CZ-Si
annealed at the same condition, and it is irrespective of the

FIG. 2. "Color online# A TEM image of the node between a dissociated
segment and a constricted one; with "a# 90° "edge# or "b# 60° orientation.
The inset in each figure shows a schematic view of the geometry of the
node.

FIG. 3. "Color online# TEM images of a dislocation taken with g= "a# !22̄0$,
"b# !224̄$, "c# !1̄31$, and "d# !3̄11̄$ "2g diffraction condition#. "c# and "d# are
a pair of stereo micrographs taken with an electron beam inclined by %31°
from !111$ toward !22̄0$. The vector v is defined as v=u&c, in which c is
the unit vector pointing from the center of the illuminated specimen area to
the focus position of the incident beam. "e# A CBED pattern obtained from
the encircled area in "a#. "f# A schematic view of atomic planes around a
constricted segment in "a#. The red curve indicates the dislocation line.

FIG. 4. "Color online# The separation of dissociated dislocations #obs vs line
orientation !. Open triangles and closed circles mean the data for as-
deformed specimens and specimens annealed for 10 h after deformation,
respectively. The curves give theoretical values for different stacking fault
energy $.
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III. RESULTS

Effects of annealing on the structural nature of disloca-
tions were determined. Many dislocations dissociated into
pairs of partial dislocations with the Burgers vector b of
a /6!112", bounding a stacking fault ribbon, and the partials
were distinguished by weak-beam TEM.29 In P-doped Si,
when annealing time tan was rather short, a partial dislocation
with b was invisible and there was no contrast around the
dislocation when the reflection for TEM g was normal to b
#Fig. 1$a%&. On the other hand, when tan was long, some small
regions nearby a partial dislocation exhibited contrast even
when g ·b=0 #Fig. 1$b%&. The additional contrast was ob-
served only at long tan in Si with high concentration of P
atoms, and such annealing effects were not observed in non-
doped Si #Fig. 1$c%&. Therefore, P atoms would agglomerate
nearby a partial dislocation via their thermal migration and
lattice planes nearby the dislocation were distorted due to the
P agglomerates. No agglomerate of As, Sb, B, or O atom
was, at the present moment, observed by TEM within the
present experimental condition, even though those atoms
would segregate nearby dislocations.14,15

The stacking fault energy ! was estimated with the sepa-
ration of pairs of partial dislocations with different line
orientations,26 and effects of annealing on ! were deter-
mined. The magnitude of ! scattered slightly in a specimen,
and the distribution seemed to be a Gaussian with dispersion
about 5 mJ /m2. ! depended on tan in n-type Si but it was
independent of tan in p-type one; ! decreased with tan in Si
doped with P #Figs. 2$a% and 2$b%&, As #Fig. 2$c%&, and Sb
atoms #Fig. 2$d%&, while ! was unchanged during annealing
in B-doped Si #Fig. 2$e%&. The degree of the decrease varied
depending on the type of n-dopant atoms; e.g., ! for Si
doped with P, As, or Sb atoms, respectively, decreased by
about 8, 4, or 2 mJ /m2 at tan=10.5 h. Also, ! decreased
with increasing the concentration of n-dopant atoms when tan
was fixed #Figs. 2$a% and 2$b%&, and ! was unchanged during
annealing when the concentration of dopant atoms was rather
small #Fig. 2$f%&. Similar results were obtained in Si grown
by the floating-zone method,30 indicating that ! was influ-

enced by n-dopant atoms irrespective of the O effects such as
segregation at dislocations.15 Actually, Fig. 2$f% shows that !
was not influenced by O atoms.

IV. DISCUSSION

In P-doped Si, the number of P atoms agglomerated
nearby a dissociated dislocation would increase with increas-
ing the concentration of P atoms and tan $Fig. 1%. ! decreased
remarkably when the number was rather large $Fig. 2%, while
! was independent of the concentration of P atoms when
annealing temperature was too low to migrate P atoms $633
K, tan=0.5 h%.31 These results suggest that ! is affected by
the number of dopant atoms agglomerated nearby dissociated
dislocations via their thermal migration. It was difficult to
evaluate the number experimentally, but we could estimate
the maximum number of dopant atoms N that can agglomer-
ate nearby a unit length of a dissociated dislocation during
annealing; N for " atoms $": P, As, Sb, or B% could be de-
fined as ##$D"tan%0.5&2c", in which D" and c" were, respec-
tively, the diffusion constant and the concentration of " at-
oms. D"=1.5$10−15 cm2 /s, 1.7$10−16 cm2 /s, 6.1
$10−17 cm2 /s, and 1.5$10−15 cm2 /s, respectively, for P,
As, Sb, and B atoms at elevated temperature 1173 K.32 The
diffusion length $D"tan%0.5 was at most 7$10−6 cm in the
present study. Since the estimated value was small in com-
parison with the mean separation between the nearest-
neighbor dislocations $about 3$10−5 cm in the present
study%, effects of the interactions between dislocations on N

FIG. 1. $Color online% TEM images of a dissociated dislocation in Si; doped
with P #with a concentration of 3$1019 cm−3, tan= $a% 0.5 and $b% 10.5 h& or
$c% nondoped $tan=10.5 h%. The left, center, and right images in each figure
are, respectively, taken with the reflection g= #02̄2&, #22̄0&, and #202̄&. A
double arrowhead in $b% indicates a P agglomerate. The structural nature of
each dislocation in $a%–$c% is schematically shown in $d%.

FIG. 2. $Color online% The histogram of the stacking fault energy ! for Si
doped with P #with a concentration of $a% 3$1018 or $b% 3$1019 cm−3&, $c%
As, $d% Sb, and $e% B atoms, or $f% that for nondoped Si. tan=0.5 h, 3.5 h,
and 10.5 h, respectively, for the bottom, middle, and top data in each figure.
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would be ignored. In n-type Si, ! was practically steady until
N was about 3 nm−1, and it decreased monotonously with
increasing N as a function of N irrespective of atomic size of
dopant atoms !the broken curve in Fig. 3". On the other hand,
! was unchanged in p-type Si, even when N was rather high
!the dotted line in Fig. 3". These results imply that ! is gov-
erned by N for n-dopant atoms.

The origin of the n-doping effect on ! is discussed. One
possible mechanism for the decrease in ! is a Coulomb re-
pulsion in dissociated dislocations.30 Dislocations can be
negatively charged via displacement of the Fermi level due
to donors !Patel effect33", since they act as acceptors.34 Cou-
lomb repulsion between a pair of partial dislocations results
in a broadening of the separation between the partials, which
leads to an apparent reduction in !, when the Debye screen-
ing length is longer than the separation. The effect is, how-
ever, ignored in the present experimental condition, since the
screening length in our heavily doped Si !less than 4.7 nm"
was shorter than the separation !more than about 5 nm even
for the screw orientation". Another possible mechanism is a
reduction in stacking fault energy induced by segregation of
n-dopant atoms on stacking faults as the Suzuki effect.19

Dopant atoms would agglomerate on a stacking fault so as to
reduce a layer displacement around the stacking fault.35 In
this case, ! is reduced depending on atomic size of dopant
atoms, as well as on the number of dopant atoms on stacking
faults. However, since ! was independent of dopant size
!Fig. 3", the elastic effect is negligible. This result is consis-
tent with theoretical calculations implying that the effect is
small.18 Also, dopant atoms would agglomerate on stacking
faults through an electronic effect. Charge distribution
nearby a stacking fault differs in comparison with pure Si,36

resulting in a high electronic energy at the stacking fault.
Ionized n-dopant atoms would locate onto the stacking fault
so as to reduce the electronic energy, and this leads to a
reduction in !. Actually, attractive interactions of n-dopant
atoms with a stacking fault are expected theoretically; the
calculated total energy for a dopant atom in a stacking fault
is lower than that in pure Si, and the energy difference,
which corresponds to the segregation energy, is estimated to
be about 0.1 eV.18 The calculation reveals no distortion
around a dopant atom in a stacking fault, indicating that the

segregation energy results from electronic effects. Indeed,
p-type and isoelectronic dopant atoms did not affect the
stacking fault energy !Fig. 3", even though it is suggested
that those atoms also segregate nearby dislocations.14,15 Fur-
ther study such as high-resolution structural and composi-
tional analyses around stacking faults, to obtain distinct evi-
dences of the segregation of dopant atoms, is necessary to
elucidate the n-doping effect.

V. CONCLUSION

The stacking fault energy in CZ-Si doped with n- and
p-type dopant atoms was determined. The evaluated energy
decreased by annealing at an elevated temperature when the
concentration of n-dopant atoms was high. It was suggested
that the energy is affected by the number of n-dopant atoms
agglomerated nearby stacking faults via their thermal migra-
tion, irrespective of atomic size of the dopant atoms; i.e.,
n-dopant atoms segregate nearby a stacking fault so as to
reduce the stacking fault energy. Applying this Suzuki seg-
regation, stacking fault energies at arbitrary temperatures
could be controlled in Si doped with some dopant atoms with
different concentrations. Also, this finding may help to elu-
cidate the influences of stacking faults on dopant distribu-
tions and electronic properties in Si, especially in large
grained polycrystalline Si for solar cells and Si nanocrystals
in which stacking faults are essentially introduced.
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図 1.12: (a)Diamond構造内にある特徴的な正四面体構造．(b)正四面体の頂点と重心にそれぞれ
原子がある．(c){11̄0}面から見た Diamond構造．緑の枠線が正四面体を示す．
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図 1.13: (a)Wurtzite構造の様子．(b)Wurtzite構造を (12̄10)面から見た様子．緑の枠線で囲まれ
た箇所は，Wurtzite構造中に見られる正四面体を示している．
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[112]diamond tetragonal

1.3.3 Diamond構造とWurtzite構造
Diamond構造は fcc構造と密接に関係している．Diamond構造と fcc構造の関係は，図 1.11(a) (c)
に示すように考えるとイメージし易い．(a)に示す青の一つの fcc構造に，(b)に示すように対角線
に沿って，対角線長の 1/4ズラした位置にもう一つの緑の fcc構造を重ねる．その内，赤枠内の原
子のみを残す．そうすると (c)に示す通り，Diamond構造となる．

(a) (b) (c)

図 1.11: (a)fcc構造．立方体の頂点の面の中心に原子がある．(b)青い fcc構造と緑の fcc構造を重
ねた図．青の立方体の対角線に沿って，対角線長の 1/4ずらした立方体が緑の fcc．(c)Diamond構
造．青の原子と緑の原子が同じ元素の場合はDiamond構造だが，異なる元素の場合は Zinc Blende
構造という．

また Diamond構造は特徴的な正四面体構造を持つ．その様子を図 1.12(a)に示す．Diamond構
造をつくる Siや Cのような４配位の元素は，図 1.12(b)に示すように，最近接原子と正四面体構
造をしている．この様子を {11̄0}面から見ると，図 1.12(c)のように見える．Diamond構造を示す
際，正四面体が積み重なっている様子を表現することもある．また，図 1.12(c)から Diamond構
造の積層順序も見て取れる．Diamond構造は，[111]方向に向かって...|AaBbCc|AaBbCc|...と積
層している．<111>方向への積層について，Aと a, Bと b, Cと cは同様の位置にいると見積も
ることが可能であり，Aaのペアを Aと，Bbのペアを Bと，Ccのペアを Cと，それぞれ見なす
ことが出来る．つまり，Diamond構造は...|ABC|ABC|...の３層で１周期の立方晶となり，3C構
造ともとれる．
そして，Diamond構造と fcc構造の関係と同様に，Wurtzite構造は，hcp構造と密接に関係し
ている．Wurtzite構造は，図 1.13(a)で示すように，hcp構造における単位格子の原子の位置に２
種類の元素を重ねておき，次いでそれらの内の一つを垂直方向（c軸方向 or [0001]方向）に (0, 0,
u)だけ動かした構造として表される．この uを内部パラメータと呼び，構成原子によって，その
値は異なる．また Diamond構造と同様に，Aaのペアを Aと，Bbのペアを Bと，それぞれ見な
し，...|AB|AB|...の 2H構造と見れる．
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• 2H

• 1×1×3

• 3C

• 1×1×2．

➡6 layers 

s t r u c t u r e e n e r g y 
difference between 2H 
and 3C

3C2H ΔE = E2H - E3C

Calculation I
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dopant structure energy difference ΔE [eV]

non-doped E2H-Si - E3C-Si 0.1331

P E2H-Si(P) - E3C-Si(P) 0.0632

B E2H-Si(B) - E3C-Si(B) 0.0871

Results I
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๏ Consistency

‣ P: S.F.Energy decrease

‣ B: No change

B

Results II

P-doped Si

B-doped Si
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